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This is an authoritative collection of texts on language rights principles
and practices as these have evolved over the past century, and their
anchoring in international and national legislation. It is multidisciplinary,
drawing on language policy, political theory, education, law,
philosophy, anthropology, economics, minority studies, deaf studies,
and indigenous cosmologies. The editors have written a general
introduction, and introductions to each thematic volume. There are 95
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chapters.
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“The right to speak your own language seems
as obvious as breathing air; nonetheless every
day on all continents people are denied this
basic right. These state of the art volumes are
the key tool for addressing concrete
challenges.”
- Morten Kjærum, Director of the Raoul
Wallenberg Institute of Human Rights and
Humanitarian Law in Lund, Sweden. Formerly
Director of the European Union Agency for
Fundamental Rights.
“These four volumes are the deepest and
widest approach to language rights yet
produced, and help us both understand and
advance communication rights and their
cultural and political consequences… the
indispensable collection for the field.”
- Joseph Lo Bianco, Professor of Language and
Literacy Education, Melbourne Graduate School
of Education. He wrote Australia’s National
Policy on Languages, and is advising
governments worldwide on language policy
and peace.

Language rights: principles, enactment, application (volume
1)
Language policy in education: violations or rights for all?
(volume 2)
Language endangerment and revitalization; language rights
charters and declarations (volume 3)
*
Language
rights: challenges in theory and implementation
(volume 4).
Tove Skutnabb-Kangas has written or edited over 50 books and over 400
articles published in 48 languages on minority education, multilingualism,
linguistic human rights, linguistic genocide, ecolinguistics, and the
subtractive spread of English. She was awarded the UNESCO Linguapax
prize in 2003. www.tove-skutnabb-kangas.org.
Robert Phillipson is a prolific scholar who has written or edited books on
linguistic imperialism and the globalization of English, European Union
language policy, language rights, and multilingualism in education. He was
awarded the UNESCO Linguapax prize in 2010. www.cbs.dk/en/staff/rpibc.
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